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Abstract: In the analysis of the fault of overhead transmission lines in the medium voltage 

power grid, single-phase grounding fault is the common form in the small current system and 

it is multiple and severity. Failure analysis includes two aspects of line selection and location. 

In this paper, when one-phase ground fault happens in the small current grounding system, we 

use the characteristics of zero sequence current of various transmission lines to select the fault 

line. Then, we take the double-end traveling wave distance measuring model based on the 

signal singularity detection principle of zero sequence current and use the mathematical 

method of wavelet transform to extract the transient component of signal to locate the fault. 

Finally, we build MATLAB simulation model of transmission line to test the fault line selection 

and location. The test results  show that the method can achieve a more accurate positioning 

of fault point. 

Keywords: zero sequence component, traveling wave ranging, wavelet transform, line 

selection and location, the MATLAB simulation 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Power system can be divided into two systems, large current grounding system and small 

current grounding system, based on the neutral point grounding way. Large current grounding 

system is neutral directly grounded system, used in high voltage and low voltage transmission 

lines. The small current grounding system can be divided into three systems, such as non-direct 

ground neutral system, neutral point via resistance grounded system, neutral point via arc 

suppression coil grounded system, according to the neutral point grounding way. When one-

phase ground fault happens in the small current grounding system, the voltage to earth of fault 

phase drop substantially, but not to zero, because the ground resistance is not zero in the actual 

running conditions. Then the voltage to earth of healthy phases rises, leading to the three-phase 

symmetrical running voltage UA, UB, UC, appearing a three-phase asymmetric operation 
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condition. But the transmission-line voltage will not change, and still keep three-phase 

symmetrical operation, so the small current grounding system can continue to run and supply 

power to users normally, when the single-phase grounding fault occurs. However the normal 

operation time will not last too long, generally 1.5 ~ 2 h. Causes are that, when one-phase 

ground fault happens in the small current grounding system, the voltage to earth of healthy 

phases and the insulation requirements of transmission line rises. This will lead to weak part 

of the insulation being broken down, so that the single phase grounding fault turned into two 

phase short circuit fault. At last, power grid relay protection moves and stops the power supply, 

resulting in huge losses. Therefore, how to select fault line and locate fault point fast and 

accurately is an important research task in the field of power system protection. 

At present, there are many studies of transmission line fault location home and abroad, 

what’s more, some research results have been used in the actual operation. With the 

development and research of modern communication technology and computer technology, as 

well as the opening to civilian of GPS, transmission line fault location will have a more in-

depth research. The bus information synchronization on both ends of the line and the 

improvement of the hardware processing capacity of measuring device also speed up the 

development of the fault location. In this paper, we study the power transmission line fault 

based on the traveling wave ranging theory and wavelet transform theory. We use the improved 

double side B type traveling wave distance measuring model for ordinary single-phase 

grounding fault of small current grounding system. Based on the signal singularity detection 

principle of zero sequence current, then we use the mathematical method of wavelet transform 

to extract the transient component of signal to locate the fault. 

 

2. SELECTION OF THE SINGLE-PHASE GROUND FAULT 

 
2.1 Zero sequence current’s feature 

 

When the single-phase ground short-circuit fault in small current grounding system happens, 

voltage and current of three-phase overhead transmission line will be asymmetric Running. We 

can transform the three-phase current asymmetry by symmetrical components methods. We 

can decompose the current into three symmetrical component with positive, negative and zero 

sequence. Zero sequence current plays an important role in it. Below are the Zero sequence’s 

features.  

① Zero sequence current must use the neutral line as the passage. 

②Zero sequence current of the fault line flows into the normal line through the bus, while 

zero sequence current of the normal line flows into the bus. As a result, Zero sequence current 

inverts in fault line and normal line. 

③ We use zero-sequence voltage as the reference system, and make the positive direction 

when current flows from the bus to the line. Zero sequence current of the fault line is behind 
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the zero-sequence voltage by 900, while the zero sequence current of the normal line is before 

the zero-sequence voltage by 900. 

④ Zero sequence current of the fault line equals the entire zero sequence current of the 

normal line. 

 

2.2 Wavelet Transform 

 

In the field of signal processing, the method that has been widely used is the Fourier transform. 

Because it is not adjustable on time, that is to say, it has no ability to distinguish in the time 

field. It is a pure analysis method in frequency domain, so it cannot meet the requirements. And 

we produce a further optimization of the WPT technology on its basis. Wavelet transform is 

different from the Fourier transform. It is able to transform in the time domain and frequency 

domain. It has the characteristics of multi-frequency analysis. To a signal to be processed, the 

wavelet transform can analyze it from both time domain and frequency domain. At the same 

time, for signals of different frequencies, we use different resolutions. It can detect abnormal 

frequency signal from normal frequency signal, and pick it out. So wavelet transform is called 

analytical signal ‘microscope’. 

Wavelet transform is defined as: let ψ (t) is a square integrated function, and its Fourier 

transform satisfies admissible conditions | |
∞,  and it is called the mother wavelet. 

By scaling and translation transformations, we get the formation of a series of functions from 

the mother wavelet function. 

 

ψa, t(t)=a-1/2ψ( τ)                                                  (1) 

 
Equation (1) is called wavelet function, where, τ is shift time factor, a is the scale factor. 

 

2.3 Singularity Detection 

 

Singularity signal refers to the phenomenon of the moment when power system short-circuited. 

Since the incentive fault excitation source, fault signal is generated mutations. At the point of 

mutations, it contains a large number of important information of the fault. Therefore, 

according to the singular characteristic signal, we can take the fault line selection and location. 

The wavelet transform is very sensitive to dramatic changes in the signal. Thus, the wavelet 

transform is capable of accurately detecting singularity in signals. This is also an important 

application of wavelet transform. 

 

2.4 Selection Algorithm 

 

In short, after considering a wide range of issues include zero sequence current in short-circuit 

fault, wavelet transform, and signal singularity, we get the  initial fault line selection method. 
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First of all, we use wavelet packet transform, and analyze the zero-sequence current signals of 

the respective transmission lines. Then, we do the filtering process. Finally, according that the 

phase of zero sequence current in short circuit fault is opposite to that of the normal line, and 

zero-sequence fault current equals entire currents of normal lines, we determine the fault line, 

and carry out the selection. The specific steps are as follows: 

① Using the wavelet packet transform, we analyze the pieces of zero-sequence current 

signals of transmission line. We use fast wavelet packet decomposition formula (2) and (3), to 

break down the original signal into smoothed signals of different frequency bands. 

 

∑ 2 ,                                             (2) 
 

, ∑ 2 ,                                          (3) 
 

② By the energy formula, we will calculate the different frequency band signal after the 

decomposition, and according to the grounding neutral point, we select a different frequency 

band signal subspace. The formula for the energy: 

 

E ∑                                                          (4) 
 

Where c (k) represents the signal wavelet packet decomposition coefficients that corresponds 

to subspace. 

③ We use Wiener filtering method to do a filtering with different frequency band signals. 

④  Get the accumulated value, consider the factors of fault amplitude and phase, and 

determine the fault line.  

 

3. SINGLE-PHASE GROUND FAULT LOCATION 

 
3.1 Travelling Wave Location 

 

When short-circuit fault happens on the overhead transmission line, the fault at the point K will 

produce transient traveling wave signal. That is the initial transient traveling wave signal. It 

will respectively spread to the A and B points along the transmission line. It will produce 

refraction and reflection between the bus and the two ends of the fault line. 
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the transient traveling wave 
 

The ta 1 and tb1 are the time when initial transient traveling wave reach the A-side and B-

side after faults happened. The ta2 is the time when initial traveling wave reaches the A side, 

reflects back through the fault point K and finally returns back to A side. The tb2 is the time 

when initial traveling wave reaches the B side, reflects back through the fault point K and 

finally returns back to B side. Traveling wave principle is based on the transmission 

characteristics of these times and traveling wave from the transmission lines. As long as we 

know these data and determine a traveling wave measurement, we can calculate the location of 

the fault according to the corresponding formula. Ranging method shown in Figure 1 is B type 

double-ended traveling wave method, which is used in the paper. We get the difference of time 

by detecting the arrival time of the initial transient traveling wave reaches the fault line ends, 

and then use the formula (5) to achieve the location. The formula is: 

 

l=                                                          (5) 

 
Where: ta1 and tb1 are the time when traveling wave first arrived at A side and B side, L is 

the length of line, l is the distance from the point of failure to A side. 

 

3.2 Extraction of fault transient traveling waves 

 

The overall framework of fault location is shown in Figure 2. Fault location function mainly 

include the high-speed acquisition unit, the GPS synchronization unit, the central processing 

unit and a communication unit. 
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Figure 2 overall framework 

 
(1)High-speed acquisition unit ensure that no distortion collection of fault traveling wave 

signal. Traveling wave’s voltage or current signal is a high frequency transient signal. To 

achieve undistorted signal, we must use high-speed sampling frequency. Because we want 

accurate simulation data, we use 1MHz sampling frequency. 

(2)GPS synchronization unit ensures simultaneity of the double-ended fault signal. Working 

principle of the GPS synchronization unit is to use the GPS system to provide a unified time 

reference for the terminal ends of the line. It enables high-speed data acquisition and high-

precision clock work together, and fit the absolute time scale to the high-speed sampling data. 

Thus, after the failure, the terminal ends of the line can calculate the precise arrival time of 

voltage traveling wave, and the difference of arrival time. 

(3)The central processing unit’s function is to read samples, calculate the arrival time of 

wave accurately, and send the results to the communication unit. The communication unit sends 

the data to the master station according to standard protocols format, and ensure that the master 

station complete the location. 

 

3.3 The Application of Wavelet transform in double Ended Ranging of Traveling Wave 

 

3.3.1 The Selection of wavelet function 

 

Traveling wave model selected in this paper is a two-terminal traveling wave model, so the 

selected wavelet is more sensitive to modulus. We select the Daubechies wavelet as the small 

wave function. We use dbN to show it in MATLAB. N is the number of the wavelet. The 

Daubechies wavelet has various features, such as decomposition, perfect reconstruction, the 

quick algorithm and so on. It is really sensitive to the detection of signal singularity. The 

Simulation System intends to use db5 wavelet to decompose the signal 5 times. Then we get 

the time of transient initial wave reaching the both ends of the line. 
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3.3.2 Detection of Transient Travelling Wave Signals’ Singularity 

 

We use MATLAB to convert and check the Wavelet. We use ‘db5’ Wavelet to analysis the 

Single-phase ground short circuit fault signal. The results are shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Chart of Wavelet Analysis 
 

We can see the current signal of the Single-phase ground short circuit fault clearly in Figure 

3. Wavelet transform can detect the mutation time correctly. The time is the point when initial 

wave of failure first reaches the end of the line. Wavelet transform has maxima modulus 

obviously at this time. We can find out that when the fault happens easily using the Simulation 

Software.  

 

3.3.3 Detection of the Fault 

 

The fault signal’s Singularity is the maxima modulus of the wavelet transform. Traveling wave 

model selected in this paper is a two-terminal traveling wave model, so what we use is the 

reaching time of the initial traveling wave. When the Wavelet transform appears fluctuation. 

We use the reading method of the Singularity in Figure 3 to get the initial traveling wave’s 

reaching time accurately. It can be calculated accurately where the fault occurs by formula 5. 
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4. MATLAB SIMULATION SYSTEM 

 
4.1 System Simulation Figure of Medium Voltage Transmission Line 

 

We use Simulink Simulation to establish the Simulation System with the model of two-terminal 

power transmission line. Besides, powergui power system module is used to establish the entire 

transmission line model. As shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Integrated Simulation Figure 
 

As the picture shows, the Simulation Module Figure includes a three-phase power supply, 

transformers, transmission line module, the faulty module and other modules. Each module has 

its own parameter settings. 

 

4.2 Fault selection and targeting Simulation 

 

As is shown in Figure 4, we establish a 10kv double-ended system, and the length of the line 

is 102km.Assume that there is an A-phrase short to ground fault located at 2km away in the 

road. Using simulation software to stimulate and the A-phrase’s short-circuit current waveform 

is measured at the end of the A-phase .As shown in Figure 5 
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Figure 5 Shorted to ground wave of A-ground at A side 
 

Using db5 as wavelet basis function and correcting it transforming 5 layer discrete 

binary .The resulting waveform obtained after amplifying the signal is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Figure 6   signal of the amplified Wavelet 
 

We can clearly see the arrival time of fault current popular wave to A-side from FIG. 6 .In 

the simulation, the first d5 signal maximum modulus can be obtained at microsecond accuracy 

by right-clicking. Reading X coordinate of the traveling wave maximum modulus is 
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30097.Using transformers in the same method to take the short-circuit fault current signal of 

A-phase at B-side. As shown in Figure 7. 

 

 
 

Figure 7   Shorted to ground wave of A-ground at B-side 
 

Using db5 as wavelet basis function and correcting it transforming 5 layer discrete binary. 

The resulting waveform obtained after amplifying the signal is shown in Figure 8. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 signal of the amplified Wavelet 
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We can clearly see the arrival time of fault current popular wave to B-side from FIG. 8 .In 

the simulation, the first d5 signal modulus maximum can be obtained at microsecond accuracy 

by right-clicking. Reading X coordinate of the traveling wave, and the maximum of the 

modulus is 30423. According to Equation 3,ta1=30097*s, tb1=30423*s, l=2.1km.That is the 

distance between the point of failure and the measurement point A. The absolute error of the 

simulation is 100m and the relative error is of 0.1%.The experiment proved that it can 

effectively locate the point of failure. Next, the fault distance will be selected randomly to 

verify the feasibility and accuracy of the simulation when the single-phase short circuit 

simulation using wavelet transform. As shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Short-circuit fault point distance calculations 
 

Failure actual distance(km) 5 15 50 80 200 

Time difference(μs) 314 277 163 71 341 

Laboratory measurement distance(km) 5.45 16 50.5 79.38 201.26 

Absolute error(m) 450 1000 500 620 1260 

Relative error(%) 0.4 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.4 

 

According to the data available, we know that the error of test data will decrease with the 

point of failure increasing the distance from the end .When the fault point from the A-side (our 

formula that is used in the distance between L and the A-side) is farther, the error is smaller. 

After analyzing, we find that when the endpoint has the close distance to the fault, the reflection 

effect of the traveling wave will cause weak interference with the received signal of the other 

end of the line. Thus, the test results there always have more significant errors. With the 

increase of the distance from the end point of failure, the interferences caused by the reflection 

will be weakened and the simulation system for fault location of transmission lines will become 

effective. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this paper, we research the way of selection and targeting single-phase ground faults in the 

small current grounding system, and it is based on transient traveling wave. First of all, we use 

wavelet packet transform to analysis the Zero-sequence current signal. To single-phase ground 

fault, we analysis the Zero-sequence current signal which is in the form of small current 

grounding. We use the amplitude and phase characteristics of the Zero-sequence current signal 

to find the fault line. Then, we use both the two-terminal traveling wave model and wavelet 

transform to get the difference of the time when initial wave of failure first reaches the end of 

the line. After that, we calculate the distance, and find out the fault’s location finally. According 
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to the result of simulation with MATLAB, this method can get the selection and location of the 

fault line accurately. 
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